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Abstract

This paper studies the problem of a monopolist who has private information about the qual-

ity of its product, and faces forward-looking buyers who learn about quality over time. We show

that if the monopolist prefers to sell sooner rather than later, then in the unique equilibrium

satisfying a standard re�nement criterion, high-quality types postpone sales in order to separate

themselves from lower-quality types. Also, an increase in the precision of monopolist�s informa-

tion has a negative e¤ect on economic e¢ ciency. Several testable implications are derived in the

comparative static analysis.
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1 Introduction

This paper studies the problem of a monopolist with private information about the quality of her

product facing forward-looking buyers who learn quality over time. We show that, if the monopolist

prefers to sell sooner rather than later, the unique equilibrium satisfying Universal Divinity (Banks

and Sobel 1987) is such that higher quality types postpone sales in order to separate themselves

from lower quality ones. Separation occurs because buyers are willing to pay progressively less for

low-quality products as their informational disadvantage shrinks, thus the monopolist�s expected

loss from selling in later periods is lower when her initial information is better.

The monopolist�s initial informational advantage is modeled by assuming that she privately ob-

serves the realization of a binomial experiment of given size on the underlying parameter which

determines the product�s true quality. This structure allows for a detailed comparative statics

analysis. We show that the expected social surplus is inversely related to the monopolist�s infor-

mational advantage. Intuitively, this is because an increase in the size of the binomial experiment

shifts mass onto higher extractions, hence we have a larger average delay of sales and larger welfare

losses.

As an application, consider a sport team where the management must decide how to allocate

sales between season tickets and game tickets, and is privately informed about the quality of the

team. In this model, the fans make inferences based on the quantity of season tickets on sale, and

learn progressively about the true quality of the team, as the season goes on. Under the assumption

that the management prefers to sell sooner than later, we show that in equilibrium, high-quality

teams sell fewer season tickets than lower-quality teams.

As another application, consider a real estate company who is developing a new neighborhood.

The company can either sell properties to private owners, or rent units over time. Initially the

developer has better information than any potential buyer on the quality of houses in the new

neighborhood. In this case, �quality�may mean future market value: the developer knows what the

city really plans to do with a lot nearby, whether a fancy shopping mall, or an unpleasant recycling

center. Over time this information will become public (possibly incrementally), i.e. the city will
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send signals about its plans. We may thus expect that a developer with better information will sell

fewer houses in advance.

Our results are also related to the general issue of delay in bargaining, on which clear consensus

has not been reached, despite extensive research. In a durable-good monopoly model, Coase (1972)

formulated the conjecture, veri�ed by Gul, Sonnenschein and Wilson (1986), that prices converge to

marginal cost, and all trade occurs with arbitrarily small delay, as the frequency of o¤ers becomes

arbitrarily large, because the monopolist cannot credibly commit not to serve residual consumers

after selling those willing to accept earlier o¤ers. Gul and Sonnenschein (1988) have pointed out

that, while under complete information delay can only be imputed to the passage of time between

o¤ers, �with incomplete information during the bargaining process, agents might be expected to

signal their valuations with their o¤ers, and this takes time.�It is known that Coase�s conjecture

does not extend to the case of two-sided private information. Ausubel and Deneckere (1992) have

shown that trade may be delayed for very long periods of time as neither party is willing to signal

its weakness by settling for unfavorable terms. Moreover, Ausubel and Deneckere (1989) have

established a folk-theorem result (in the case with one-sided private information), as the possibility

of reputation allows for any outcome in between monopolistic and competitive prices. In our paper

delay is due to the fact that the seller�s informational advantage deteriorates over time. In the

unique equilibrium, high-quality sellers will �nd it advantageous to partially postpone trade.

This result is consistent with the marketing practice of launching innovations with small initial

quantity o¤ers and high prices, so as to induce the perception of high quality. Bagwell and Riordan

(1991) also have a model in which high price signal high quality. Their results however hinge on

both the presence of informed consumers and on the assumption that high quality entails higher

production costs. (See also Kihlstrom and Riordan, 1984). In our model all consumers learn at the

same pace, and the separating equilibrium is sustained without restricting the analysis to industries

where higher quality translates into higher variable costs. Thus incentives for cost reduction and

technological innovation are preserved, even though in equilibrium high prices signal high costs

which in turn translate into high quality (see also Judd and Riordan, 1994, and Shieh, 1993).

While our result predicts low initial sales by high-quality monopolists, others have pointed out
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that an oligopolist may try increase the quantity sold in order to signal quality (e.g. see the

work Caminal and Vives, 1996, on market shares). Similarly, models based on word-of-mouth

communication among consumers, while not explicitly modeling sales as a signal of quality, suggest

that high quality sellers may try to increase sales in order to have more consumers informed about

their quality (see for example Rogerson, 1983, and Vettas, 1997). In our model, a high quality

seller has low initial sales to distinguish herself from low-quality types who have more to lose from

waiting until the consumers�informational disadvantage becomes small.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the key ideas in a simple two

period model. Section 3 contains the analysis of the equilibrium in the in�nite horizon model, with

comparative statics and welfare implications. Sections 4 concludes. All formal proofs are in the

appendix.

2 The Two-Period Case

There are two periods, indexed by their initial dates t = 0; 1; and a continuum of buyers, identi�ed

with the interval [0; 1] : The product�s quality is a random variable � 2 f�H ; �Lg; with 0 < �L <

�H < 1 and Pr [� = �L] := � 2 (0; 1): The seller knows the realization of � at date 0; while the

buyers learn � only at date 1: The good is produced and delivered at date 1; but the monopolist can

sell on both dates. Let q 2 [0; 1] denote the quantity sold in advance, i.e. at date 0: This quantity

is observed by all buyers, who use it to update their expectations about �. We want to introduce

intertemporal gains from trade in the model: as it is often the case, the monopolist is impatient

to sell to the buyers, and the buyers are impatient to buy from the sellers. A simple way to model

this feature is by assuming that the buyers do not discount future utility from enjoying the good,

whereas the seller�s discount factor for pro�ts is � < 1:1

To focus on the e¤ect that is generated by the information disclosure, we assume that there are

1For example, the seller may be impatient to collect revenues from sales, because she may be able to lend in capital

markets at a premium interest rate relative to buyers.

An alternative model with intertemporal gains from trade would be one where the good is durable, and consumers

may enjoy it at both periods 0 and 1, with the same discount factor as (or even lower than) the sellers. It is easy to

appreciate that our analysis covers also this case, with minor modi�cations.
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no costs of production, and all buyers have value � for the good. Thus each buyer is willing to pay

� at t = 1; and E [�jq] at t = 0: Since �L > 0; the quantity sold at date 1 is always 1� q: Thus the

monopolist�s pro�t, given her type � and her sales at t = 0; is:

�(q; �) = q E[�jq] + � (1� q) �: (1)

We begin the analysis by characterizing the set of all separating equilibrium pro�les q = (qL; qH):

Since the buyers� beliefs must be correct on the equilibrium path, we have E [�jqH ] = �H and

E [�jqL] = �L: The low-quality monopolist�s pro�t is qL�L + ��L (1� qL) : Clearly the only equilib-

rium value for qL is 1.

As is typical of signaling games, the freedom of choosing any belief o¤ the equilibrium path gen-

erates a large multiplicity of equilibria. In this case the set of separating equilibria is parametrized

by qH ; the quantity sold in advance by the high-quality seller.

Proposition 1 In any separating equilibrium, qL = 1 and qH = x; where 0 � x � (1��)�L
�H���L : The

only separating equilibrium that satis�es the Intuitive Criterion2 has qH =
(1��)�L
�H���L :

The formal proof of Proposition 1 is in the Appendix. Here we point out that, in any separating

equilibrium, the following incentive compatibility constraint for the low-quality monopolist must

hold

qL�L + � (1� qL) �L � qH�H + � (1� qH) �L: (ICL)

Since qL = 1; this is equivalent to

qH �
(1� �) �L
�H � ��L

:

These equilibria are supported by o¤-path beliefs such as: E [�jq] = �L for all q < qH ; and E [�jq] =

�H for all q � qH : The proof shows that incentive compatibility is also satis�ed for the high-quality

monopolist, whenever qH 2
h
0; (1��)�L�H���L

i
.

2A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium fails the Intuitive Criterion if any type is willing to unilaterally deviate, once

the buyers�beliefs o¤-path are restricted to assign zero probability to any type � taking actions that are equilibrium

dominated. (Cho and Kreps, 1987)
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Clearly, the Pareto-optimal equilibrium in this class is the one where the above incentive con-

straint is binding:

qH =
(1� �) �L
�H � ��L

:

The proof in the appendix establishes that this equilibrium is the only one that satis�es the Intuitive

Criterion.

Pooling equilibria, where both types sell the same amount in advance, i.e. qH = qL = q; may

also exist depending of the values of �; �L�H ; and �: These equilibria are supported by �pessimistic�

o¤-path beliefs, such as E [�jq0] = �L; for all q0 6= q: The next proposition establishes that: i) no

pooling equilibria, if the monopolist is su¢ ciently patient; and ii) no pooling equilibrium satis�es

the Intuitive Criterion.

Proposition 2 There is no pooling Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium if 1 � � + � �L�H < � < 1: If

0 < � � 1� �+ � �L�H ; there is a pooling equilibrium for any q 2
h

(1��)�L
(1��)(�H��L)+(1��)�L ; 1

i
: �L. No

pooling equilibrium satis�es the Intuitive Criterion.

We conclude this section with some comparative statics and an examination of the welfare

properties of the unique intuitive equilibrium (qL; qH) =
�
1; (1��)�L�H���L

�
. First, since

@qH
@�

= ��L
�H � �L

(�H � ��L)2
< 0;

high-quality forward sales are decreasing in �: As the monopolist becomes more patient, the loss of

postponing sales becomes smaller, hence the high-quality type is willing to restrict advance sales

more to distinguish herself from the low-quality type:

By the same token, since

@qH
@ (�H � �L)

= � �H(1� �)
(�H � ��L)2

< 0;

if the gap in quality increases, the high-quality monopolist sells less in advance: This is because

when the gap in quality is higher, the low-quality monopolist has a stronger incentive to pool with

the high-quality one, hence the high-quality must contract advance sales to o¤set this.
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The ex ante expected social surplus is given by the net present value of total trade:

W = ��L + (1� �)
�
(1� �)�L
�H � ��L

+ �

�
1� (1� �)�L

�H � ��L

��
�H :

It is straightforward to see that an increase in the probability of high quality increases ex-ante

welfare. Less obvious is the fact that, when the monopolist becomes more patient, ex-ante welfare

increases, in fact @W=@� = ��H(�H��L)2

(�H���L)2
> 0: In order to appreciate this result, note that the

discount factor enters the loss function in two separate ways. It enters indirectly by reducing the

equilibrium period-0 sales of the high-quality monopolist, and thus increasing the undiscounted

loss, but it also enters directly by discounting (and thus reducing) the loss. It turns out that the

direct e¤ect dominate the indirect one, so that the net e¤ect is a loss reduction.

It is also possible to show that the parameters �H and �L have a positive impact on the social

welfare. In fact,

@W

@�H
= ��

(�H � ��L)2 � (1� �)2�2L
(�H � ��L)2

> 0;

@W

@�L
=

(�H � ��L)2 � ��(�H � �L)[(1� �)�H + (�H � ��L)]
(�H � ��L)2

> 0;

since � < 1; and � � 1:

The e¢ ciency loss with respect to the perfect information case equals the value of high qual-

ity transactions that are postponed to period 1; times the deterioration rate, multiplied by the

probability of a high quality product:

L = �(1� �)
�
1� (1� �)�L

�H � ��L

�
�H = �

�H (�H � �L) (1� �)
�H � ��L

:

It is straightforward to see that the loss increases with the probability of a high-quality product. In

fact, the low-quality monopolist does not impose any direct social cost, as she does not postpone

sales. When the monopolist becomes less impatient to sell, the loss decreases, in fact @L=@� =

��H (�H��L)2

(��L��H)2
< 0: While an improvement of the low-quality product reduces the e¢ ciency loss

(@L=@�L = ��(1��)2�2H
(�H���L)2

< 0); an increase of the high quality product makes the e¢ ciency loss larger:

@L=@�H = � (1� �) (�H���L)
2+�(1��)�2L

(�H���L)2
> 0: When the high-quality product is more valuable, in
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fact, the low-quality monopolist has a stronger incentive to copy the high-quality one. This results

in a larger quantity of high-quality product withdrawn from sale at period 0; and thus more trade

ine¢ ciently delayed.

3 The In�nite-Period Case

3.1 The Model

Time is discrete, and indexed by t = 1; 2; ::: . The quality xt of the good at time t is either good

(xt = 1) or bad (xt = 0); and is extracted from a Bernoulli distribution of unknown parameter

� := Pr [xt = 1] : Thus � represents the average quality over time, and is extracted from the Beta

distribution3 with parameters (�; �) : At time t = 0; the monopolist has some private information

on the product�s quality. In order to use the Beta-binomial conjugate model, we represent this

information as an extraction y =
mX
j=1

xj from an experiment of size m: Since the probability of

success of each trial is �; the sum y is distributed according to a binomial distribution of parameters

(�;m) : The statistic y=m is an estimate of the quality, as E [y=m] = �: The size m is a measure of

the precision of the monopolist�s information, as the variance of 1m�(1� �) is inversely proportional

to the size of the experiment.

After observing y; the monopolist decides the quantity qy 2 [0; 1] to o¤er as forward sales. The

residual quantity 1 � qy will be sold in the spot markets at each time t: The monopolist discount

factor is � 2 (0; 1) :

As in the tow-period model there is a continuum of buyers of unit mass, each willing to pay,

ui(tj
� ) = t�� E[xtj
� ];

at time � ; for the delivery of a unit of the good at time t; where  is the buyers�discount factor,

and 
� represents the information available at time � ; consisting of both qy and the sum x��1 :=

3The Beta distribution with integer parameters � and � has density f (xj�; �) = (�+��1)!
(��1)!(��1)!x

��1 (1� x)��1 on
the interval [0; 1] : It is the standard prior used to model updating of Bernoulli extractions, and allows great �exibility

with respect to the �rst two moments. See for example Mood, Graybill and Boes (1988).
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P��1
s=1 xs of past quality realizations (which is a su¢ cient statistic for the history x1; :::; x��1): The

buyers use the quantity qy to infer the monopolist�s extraction y: That, together with x��1; allows

them to form the expectation E[xtj
� ]; according the Beta-binomial updating model introduced

above.

To isolate signalling as the sole force behind the presence of delay in equilibrium, we take � ! 1;

while holding the ratio k := 1��
1� �xed: We assume that  > �; hence k > 1: These assumptions

guarantees that, even without any Coasian dynamics, the monopolist would never choose to delay

sales, in the absence of private information. Thus any delay in our model is entirely attributable

to signaling.

3.2 The Equilibrium

Our �rst Lemma pertains to any Perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

Lemma 1 In any PBE, we have:

� for any amount q of forward sales; the monopolist sells Qt = 1� q; at price pt = E [�jq;xt�1] ;

in any period t > 0:

� the price for any amount q of forward sales is P0 = 
1�E [�jq];

� for any size m of the seller�s initial information, and for any type y 2 f0; 1; :::;mg; the

expected pro�t function of q 2 [0; 1] tends to

uy (q) � q k E[�jq] + [1� q] E[�jy] = q k E[�jq] + [1� q]
�+ y

�+ � +m
; (2)

as � ! 1:

Lemma 1 derives the equilibrium price P0 of advance sales as a function of the quantity o¤ered

q: The buyers�expectations on quality include the information contained in q. The monopolist�s

pro�t function can be represented as the sum of two components: one from advance sales and one

from future spot sales.
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As is typical of signaling games, many Perfect Bayesian Equilibria exists, due to the indetermi-

nacy of o¤-equilibrium beliefs. Following Banks and Sobel (1987), we restrict attention to Perfect

Bayesian Equilibria satisfying Universal Divinity, a re�nement of the Intuitive Criterion.4 Essen-

tially, this re�nement imposes the following restrictions on o¤-equilibrium beliefs. Consider any

action o¤ the equilibrium path, and for each type y of the monopolist, determine the set of buy-

ers�strategies that improve the monopolist�s payo¤ relative to the equilibrium. Whenever the set

associated with one type strictly contains the set associated with another, the equilibrium beliefs

are required to assign at most in�nitesimal mass on the second type.

The following Proposition characterizes the unique Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium satisfying Uni-

versal Divinity. It is a fully-separating equilibrium, as the monopolist reveals all her information

with her forward sales o¤er.

Proposition 3 For any size m, and � close to 1; there exists a unique PBE satisfying Universal

Divinity. In this equilibrium, upon observing signal y; the monopolist o¤ers for forward sale a

quantity close to qy; where q0 := 1; and

qy =

yY
s=1

(�+ s� 1) (k � 1)
(�+ s� 1) (k � 1) + k ; y = 1; :::;m:

The forward sales price P0 is

P0 =


1�  �
�+ y

�+ � +m
;

and in each period t � 0; the unit price at time t is

pt+1 =
�+ y + xt

�+ � +m+ t
:

The key insight of Proposition 3 is that qy is strictly decreasing in y; so that the monopolist

chooses to postpone sales in order to signal higher quality. Speci�cally, for any y � 1; we have

qy = zy qy�1; where zy � (�+y�1)(k�1)
(�+y�1)(k�1)+k : Since zy 2 (0; 1) ; it follows that qy is decreasing in y:

The coe¢ cient zy provides a measure of the loss incurred by the y-th lowest quality type due to

the presence of the (y � 1)-th lowest quality type. To distinguish herself from the (y � 1)-th type,

4 In the Appendix, we show that the Intuitive Criterion is ine¤ective in re�ning equilibrium, when m > 2:
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the y-th type cannot sell more than fraction zy < 1 of the amount sold by the (y � 1)-th type.

Since the (y � 1)-th type must also distinguish herself from the (y � 2)-th type, the latter type

imposes an additional indirect loss on the y-th type. Iteratively, all types s = 0; 1; :::; y � 1 impose

an informational loss on type y; as qy =
Qy
s=1 zs:

Since the equilibrium is separating, all information contained in y is revealed by the initial

sale o¤er qy: Thus the forward price P0 must be equal to the discounted value of a stream of

purchases with expected quality equal to the Bayesian estimate of � given the draw y from a

binomial experiment of size m: The spot prices will incorporate the public information which is

disclosed over time, i.e. the period t+1 spot price pt+1 consist of the Bayesian estimate of � given

the extraction y + xt from a binomial experiment of size m+ t:

3.3 Comparative Statics

We have already shown that qy is strictly decreasing in y: In this section we establish further

testable implications with respect to forwards sales.

First, it is worth noticing that while the monopolist�s estimate of quality coincide with the

statistic y=m; the forward sale o¤er qy depends only on y; the (inverse) order of quality, regardless

of m; the size of the experiment. This is because the informational constraint of postponing sales

a¤ects high-quality types only because they need to di¤erentiate themselves from lower-quality

types, regardless of the actual quality.

It is also interesting to note that while qy is decreasing in y; the absolute value of the decrement

qy+1 � qy is also decreasing in y; since jqy+1 � qyj = j(zy+1 � 1)qyj = k
(�+y�1)(k�1)qy: Thus the

informational loss imposed by the y-th lowest type on the (y + 1)-th type becomes smaller as y

increases. The biggest share of sale postponement su¤ered by a monopolist with a high quality

y=m is thus imposed by the lowest-quality type, rather than by the types whose quality is closer

to y=m:

Let us focus now on the e¤ect of a change in the �trade impatience�ratio k on the quantity qy:

We will show by induction that @qy=@k > 0; for any y � 1: Notice �rst that @q1=@k = @z1=@k =
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�
(�k��+k)2 > 0: For any y � 1; @qy=@k = qy�1@zy=@k + zy@qy�1=@k: By the induction hypothesis,

@qy�1=@k > 0: Since, qy�1 > 0; and zy > 0; it su¢ ces to show that @zy=@k > 0; for any y: In

fact, @zy=@k =
�+(y�1)

((�+y)(k�1)+1)2 > 0: Thus, when k increases, forward sales increase. High-quality

monopolists are required to postpone sales to avoid being copied by lower-quality types. Since a

larger trade impatience increases the disincentive for sale postponements, it allows separation with

the delay of a smaller amount of sales.

Considering the limit cases, we �rst see that for k ! 1+; even the monopolist with the second-

lowest experiment extraction will o¤er a negligible quantity of forwards, i.e. q1 ! 0+: This does

not imply that the separating equilibrium unravels however. Regardless of how large m is, each

y 2 f1; :::;mg will sell smaller and smaller quantities qy, and these apparently negligible di¤erences

will be su¢ cient to separate out the types. When k ! +1; agents are in�nitely impatient to trade.

For any given m; even the �best-quality�monopolist delays only negligible sales, i.e. qm ! 1�:

Separation occurs with very little constraint on forwards sales, because the immediate revenue

from selling forward is much higher than the present value of the stream of income obtained by

sales in spot markets.

Finally, we consider the e¤ects that changes in the mean and in the variance of the prior

distribution over quality. Since � � Beta(�; �); its mean is � = �
�+� ; and standard deviation

is s = ��
(�+�)2(�+�+1)

: Solving out for � as a function of �; and s; we obtain � = ���
2+s2��
s2

: Since

@zy=@� =
k(k�1)

((�+y)(k�1)+1)2 > 0; it can be shown by induction that @qy=@� > 0; for all y � 1: Since

@�=@� = � (��s)2+2�2
s2

< 0; and @�=@s = ��2 1��
s2

< 0; it turns out that an increase in either the

mean or in the variance of the distribution of quality results in less forward sales.

3.4 Welfare Implications

The welfare and informational loss associated with the equilibrium derived in Proposition 3 display

a very simple functional form.

Proposition 4 In the equilibrium derived in Proposition 3, the ex-post welfare and loss, conditional
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on � and y; are approximately

W (�; y) = �[qyk + (1� qy)] L(�; y) = �k(1� qy):

For a close to 0 and � close to 1; both the expected welfare and the informational loss depend

only on the good�s average quality �, the trade-impatience ratio k, and the level of forward sales

qy: The trade impatience ratio k enters the ex-post welfare function W both directly and indirectly

in the formula for qy: Since @qy=@k > 0; we have that ex-post welfare is increasing in k. Clearly

this result extends to both interim and ex-ante expected welfare.

The e¤ect of k on the loss function is in general ambiguous. For instance, the derivative

@L(�; 1)=@k = �(1 � q1 � k@q1=@k) = �k�(k�1)+k��
(�k��+k)2 is positive for k > 2�

�+1 ; and negative oth-

erwise.

It is easy to see that an increase in � increases the informational loss L; hence it also increases

the interim expected loss E [L(�; y)j�]. Since y is an extraction from a binomial distribution of

parameters � and m; an increase in � shifts mass onto higher values of y; and thus it results in

fewer forward sales qy: Since E [L(�; y)j�; �] = E [E[L(�; y)j�]j�; �] ; an increase in the mean of the

distribution of � increases the ex-ante loss E [L(�; y)j�; �] :

The e¤ect of a change in � on interim welfare, for �xed m; is seen by analyzing the relation

E [W (�; y)j�] = �
mX
y=0

[qyk + (1� qy)]
�
m

y

�
�y(1� �)m�y:

The parameter � enters the interim expected welfare function both as a positive multiplier and as

the control for E[qyk+(1� qy) j �]; where it has a negative e¤ect because it shifts mass onto lower

qy: Since we know that the quantity qy � qy+1 is decreasing in y; and that all the quantities qy are

increasing in k; we can conclude that the e¤ect of � on interim welfare is always positive if it is

so for the worst-case scenario, where k ! 1+: In fact, since limk=1+ qy = 0 for y > 0; and q0 = 1;

we have limk=1+ E [W (�; y)j�] = �(1� �)m + �
Pm
y=1

�
m
y

�
�y(1� �)m�y = � > 0: Again, the result is

the same in the ex-ante sense, that is, an increase in the mean of the random variable � increases

expected welfare.

The Beta-binomial model allows us to determine the impact of the monopolist�s information on

economic e¢ ciency. It turns out that, �rst, �xing the unknown parameter �; and the size of the
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experiment m; bad news improves e¢ ciency. Second, the e¤ect of the monopolist�s information

precision m on economic e¢ ciency is also negative. This second result holds both in the interim

case, when the quality � is �xed and unknown, and in the ex-ante case, in which � is a random

extraction of a Beta distribution parametrized by � and �:

Proposition 5 In the equilibrium of Proposition 3, both the interim welfare E [W (�; y)j�;m] and

the ex-ante welfare E [W (�; y)j�; �;m] are strictly decreasing in qy and m; both the interim loss

E [L(�; y)j�;m] and the ex-ante loss E [L(�; y)j�; �] are strictly increasing in qy and in m:

4 Conclusions

We have shown that, if the quality of a new product becomes observable over time, a monopolist

can signal high quality by limiting forward sales. This result can be applied to situations in

which quantity and price signalling take place in low-competition industries characterized by the

coexistence of long-term contracting and spot markets. In �nancial markets, for instance, there

is a common perception that large sales disclose insider information about the performance of a

company, and the timing of trade is extremely important. While in this paper we only consider the

case in which the seller is allowed to trade on a single forward market, the results would remain

qualitatively similar if we had forward markets open in every period. The equilibrium in this case

would involve mixed strategies as in Noldeke and Van Damme (1990).

5 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. For any pro�le q = (1; qH); with qH 2
h
0; (1��)�L�H���L

i
to be a separat-

ing equilibrium, it must be the case that incentive compatibility is satis�ed for the high-quality

monopolist. This requires

qH�H + �(1� qH)�H � q�L + �(1� q)�H ;8q > qH (ICH)

For �L < ��H ; this translates into qH�H+�(1�qH)�H � ��H ; which is satis�ed, since qH(1��)�H �
0: For �L > ��H ; it must be that qH�H + �(1� qH)�H � �L; i.e. qH � � �L���H

�H(1��) : This always holds,
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as the last quantity is negative. We conclude that any qH 2
h
0; (1��)�L�H���L

i
characterizes a separating

equilibrium.

Recall that a set of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium beliefs conforms with equilibrium dominance,

whenever they assign zero probability to any type � that takes equilibrium dominated actions. A

PBE fails to satisfy the Intuitive Criterion if a type is willing to unilaterally deviate, once the

buyers�beliefs are adjusted to conform with equilibrium dominance.

Consider any separating equilibrium with qH 2
h
0; (1��)�L�H���L

i
: By incentive compatibility, any

strategy q 2
�
qH ;

(1��)�L
�H���L

�
is equilibrium dominated for type �L: Once the buyers� beliefs are

adjusted to follow E [�jq] = �H for all q 2
�
qH ;

(1��)�L
�H���L

�
; Equation ICH implies that all actions

q 2
�
qH ;

(1��)�L
�H���L

�
are unilateral deviations that make type �H better o¤. Thus the only separating

PBE satisfying the Intuitive Criterion has qH =
(1��)�L
�H���L : �

Proof of Proposition 2. All pooling equilibria, with qH = qL = q; can be supported by �pes-

simistic�o¤-path beliefs such as E [�jq0] = �L for all q0 6= q: The necessary conditions for q to be a
PBE outcome are that neither type of monopolist wants to deviate to any q0 6= q, i.e.

q� + �(1� q)�H � q0�L + (1� q0)��H ; (ICPH)

and

q� + �(1� q)�L � q0�L + (1� q0)��L; (ICPL)

where � := ��L+(1� �) �H : Since its RHS is increasing in q0; the inequality in (ICPL) holds if and
only if it holds for q0 = 1; i.e.

q� + �(1� q)�L � �L: (3)

Since � � ��L = (1� �) (�H � �L) + (1� �) �L > 0; solving for q yields we have

q � (1� �) �L
� � ��L

> 0: (4)

Suppose �rst that � < ��H : Then �L < ��H ; and the RHS in (ICPH) is decreasing in q0. Thus

(ICPH) holds if and only if it holds for q0 = 0; i.e.

q� + �(1� q)�H � ��H , q
�
� � ��H

�
� 0: (5)

Since � � ��H < 0; we have q = 0; which contradicts (4). We conclude that if � < ��H ; there is no
pooling equilibrium.
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Now suppose that �L < ��H � �: In this case any q � 0 satis�es (5), which is still equivalent to
(ICPH). Thus there exists a pooling equilibrium for any q satisfying (4):

Finally, if ��H < �L; then (ICPH) holds if and only if it holds for q0 = 1; i.e.�
� � ��H

�
q � �L � ��H ;

which holds for any q � 0: Thus again any q satisfying (4) can be supported in a pooling equilibrium.
To summarize, we have established that: i) if � < ��H ; there is no pooling equilibrium; and ii)

if ��H � �; there is a pooling equilibrium for any q 2
h
(1��)�L
����L

; 1
i
.

To see that, when ��H � � i.e. � � 1 � � + � �L�H ; all pooling PBE pro�les q fail to sat-

isfy the Intuitive Criterion, note that any action q0 2 [0; q00) is equilibrium dominated for the

low-quality monopolist, when q00 = q �(�L��H)+�H���L�H���L : In fact, the best that the low-quality mo-

nopolist can achieve by taking q0 is q0�H + (1 � q0)��L; which is less than the equilibrium payo¤

q [(1� �) �L + ��H ]+(1�q)��L for the speci�ed q0: At the same time, (1��)(�L��H)+�H���L�H���L 2 (0; 1);
because � < 1 < ��L+(1��)�H

�L
; �H � ��L > 0; and �(�L � �H) < 0: Since q � (1��)�L

�(�H��L)+(1��)�L > 0;

it follows that q00 > 0:

Once the o¤-path beliefs have been adjusted to conform with equilibrium dominance, the PBE

pro�le q fails the Intuitive Criterion test because there exists an " small enough, for which the

high-quality monopolist prefers to play q0 = q00 � "; rather than taking the equilibrium action q: In

fact,

q00�H + (1� q00)��H = q00�H + (1� q00)��L + (1� q00)�(�H � �L)

= q(��L + (1� �)�H) + (1� q)��L + (1� q00)�(�H � �L)

= q(��L + (1� �)�H) + (1� q)��H + �(�H � �L)(q � q00)

> q(��L + (1� �)�H) + (1� q)��H :

This concludes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 1. i) Since all buyers have identical preferences and information at any time t,

it is optimal to set pt = E [xtj
t] : At this price it is optimal for any buyer who has not bought in
advance to buy in period t: Thus Qt = 1� q:
ii) Consider the expected value of xt conditional on 
t = (q;xt�1); the information held at time

t: Since the buyers have rational expectations, for any t � 1; we have E [�jq] = E [E [�jq;xt�1] j q] :
Therefore, each buyer i forecasts that the utility of a unit held in perpetuity is

1X
t=1

tE [xtjq] =
1X
t=1

tE [�jq] = 

1� E [�jq] :
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The optimal price is P0 =

1�E [�jq] :

iii) In light of i) and ii), the monopolist�s problem can be written as

max
q2[0;1]

q
1� �
1�  E [�jq] + [1� q](1� �)�E

" 1X
t=0

�tE[�jq;xt]
����� y
#
: (6)

Given that � � Beta(�; �); and y � bin(�;m); it follows that �jy � Beta(�+ y; � +m� y); hence

E(�jy) = �+ y

�+ � +m
:

In particular,

E[�jq;xt] =
�+ E(yjq) + xt
�+ � +m+ t

:

Since xtjy � bin(t; �jy); it is also the case that

E(xtjy) =
�+ y

�+ � +m
t;

so that

(1� �)�E
" 1X
t=0

�tE[�jq;xt]
����� y
#
= �

�+ E(yjq) + �+y
�+�+m t

�+ � +m+ t
:

Therefore

lim
�!1

 
(1� �)�E

" 1X
t=0

�tE[�jq;xt]
����� y
#!

=
�+ y

�+ � +m
:

This establishes the equality in (2) and concludes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3. The proof consists of two separate Lemmata.

Lemma A.1 There exists a PBE such that for any y 2 f1; :::;mg; qy =
Qy
t=1

(�+t�1)(k�1)
(�+t�1)(k�1)+k :

Proof. At any fully separating equilibrium,

E[�jqy] = E(�jy) =
�+ y

�+ � +m
;

and, the Incentive Compatibility constraints

uy(qy) � uy(q); q 2 [0; 1]; (7)

must be satis�ed. Thus, since type 0�s payo¤ is

u0(q0) = q0 k
�

�+ � +m
+ (1� q0)

�

�+ � +m
;

it must also be the case that q0 = 1; as k > 1:
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We propose an equilibrium where qy is strictly decreasing in y; q0 = 1; the supporting beliefs

o¤-path are a step function, de�ned as

Pr[yjq] = 1 i¤ q 2 (qy+1; qy]; where qm+1 = 0; and Pr[mj0] = 1

and all the constraints

uy(qy) � uy(qy+1); y 2 f0; 1; :::;m� 1g; (8)

are binding.

Given that q0 = 1; the binding constraints (8) uniquely pin down all the equilibrium quantities

qy; for y 2 f1; 2; :::;mg; in a recursive fashion. To show that the pro�le that we propose is an

equilibrium, we will only be left to show that the qy pinned down are admissible, i.e. qy 2 [0; 1];
and that the remaining Incentive Compatibility requirements are satis�ed.

To explicitly calculate q1; observe that the constraint u0(q0) � u0(q1) boils down to

k
�

�+ � +m
= q1 k

�+ 1

�+ � +m
+ [1� q1]

�

�+ � +m
;

hence

q1 =
�(k � 1)

�(k � 1) + k 2 (0; 1);

regardless of m:

Similarly, for any y 2 f1; 2; :::;m� 1g; the constraint uy(qy) � uy(qy+1); translates as

qyk
�+ y

�+ � +m
+ [1� qy]

�+ y

�+ � +m
= qy+1k

�+ y + 1

�+ � +m
+ [1� qy+1]

�+ y

�+ � +m
;

hence

qy+1 = qy
(�+ y) (k � 1)

(�+ y) (k � 1) + k 2 (0; 1):

Solving the di¤erence equation above yields

qy =

yY
t=1

(�+ t� 1) (k � 1)
(�+ t� 1) (k � 1) + k ; for y = f1; :::;mg:

For future reference we de�ne

zy+1 =
(�+ y) (k � 1)

(�+ y) (k � 1) + k ;

and rewrite the above solution as qy+1 = zy+1qy:

We now show that, for any y 2 f0; 1; :::;m � 1g and any h 2 f1; 2; :::;m � yg; the incentive
constraints requiring any type y+ h not to adopt qy are satis�ed (with slack). That is, we want to

show that:

uy+h(qy+h)� uy+h(qy) > 0; 8y 2 f0; 1; :::;m� 1g; 8h 2 f1; 2; :::;m� yg (9)
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First consider uy+1(qy+1)� uy+1(qy); for any y > 0

uy+1(qy+1)� uy+1(qy)

= qyzy+1k
a+y+1
a+b+m + [1� qyzy+1]

a+y+1
a+b+m � qyk

a+y
a+b+m � [1� qy]

a+y+1
a+b+m

=
kqy

(a+b+m)[(k�1)(a+y)+k] > 0:

Note that, for any y 2 f0; 1; :::;m� 1g; for any l 2 f0; 1; :::;m� y � 1g; and for any h 2 fl + 1; l +
2; :::;mg;

uy+h(qy+l+1)� uy+h(qy+l)

= zy+l+1qy+lk
a+y+l+1
a+b+m + [1� zy+l+1qy+l] a+y+ha+b+m � qy+lk

a+y+l
a+b+m � [1� qy+l]

a+y+h
a+b+m

with the substitution y0 = y + l;

= zy0+1qy0k
a+ y0 + 1

a+ b+m
+ [1� zy0+1qy0 ]

a+ y0 + h� l
a+ b+m

� qy0k
a+ y0

a+ b+m
� [1� qy0 ]

a+ y0 + h0 � l
a+ b+m

=
�
uy0+1(qy0+1)� uy0+1(qy0)

�
+ [1� zy0+1qy0 ]

h� l � 1
a+ b+m

� [1� qy0 ]
h� l � 1
a+ b+m

=
�
uy0+1(qy0+1)� uy0+1(qy0)

�
+ (h� l � 1)(1� zy

0+1)qy0

a+ b+m
:

So, for any y 2 f0; 1; :::;m� 1g; and any h 2 f1; 2; :::;m� yg;

uy+h(qy+h)� uy+h(qy) =

h�1X
l=0

[uy+h(qy+h�l)� uy+h(qy+h�l�1)]

=

h�1X
l=0

��
uy+h�l(qy+h�l)� uy+h�l(q(y+h�l)�1)

�
+ l
(1� zy+h�l)q(y+h�l)�1

a+ b+m

�
> 0:

Finally, we show that the incentive constraints requiring any type y 2 f0; :::;m�1g not to adopt
qy+h; for any h 2 f1; 2; :::;m� yg are satis�ed, and not binding. That is, we want to show that:

uy(qy)� uy(qy+h) > 0; 8y 2 f1; :::;m� 1g; 8h 2 f1; 2; :::;m� yg: (10)

By construction, uy(qy) � uy(qy+1) = 0; for any arbitrary y 2 f0; 1; :::;m � 1g; expanding the
expression for further reference, we obtain

0 = uy(qy)� uy(qy+1)

= qyk
a+ y

a+ b+m
+ [1� qy]

a+ y

a+ b+m
� zy+1qyk

a+ y + 1

a+ b+m
� [1� zy+1qy]

a+ y

a+ b+m
:
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Notice that, for any y 2 f0; 1; :::;m� 1g; for any l 2 f0; 1; :::;m� y � 1g;

uy(qy+l)� uy(qy+l+1)

= qy+lk
a+ y + l

a+ b+m
+ [1� qy+l]

a+ y

a+ b+m

�zy+l+1qy+lk
a+ y + l + 1

a+ b+m
� [1� zy+l+1qy+l]

a+ y

a+ b+m

with the substitution y0 = y + l;

= qy0k
a+ y0

a+ b+m
+ [1� qy0 ]

a+ y0 � l
a+ b+m

� zy0+1qy0k
a+ y0 + 1

a+ b+m
� [1� zy0+1qy0 ]

a+ y0 � l
a+ b+m

=
�
uy0(qy0)� uy0(qy0+1)

�
+ [1� qy0 ]

�l
a+ b+m

� [1� zy0+1qy0 ]
�l

a+ b+m

=
�
uy0(qy0)� uy0(qy0+1)

�
+ [1� qy0 ]

�l
a+ b+m

� [1� zy0+1qy0 ]
�l

a+ b+m

= l
qy0(1� zy0+1)
a+ b+m

> 0:

Thus, for any h 2 f1; 2; :::;m� yg;

uy(qy)� uy(qy+h) =
h�1X
l=0

[uy(qy+l)� uy(qy+l+1)]

=

h�1X
l=0

l
qy+l(1� zy+l+1)
a+ b+m

> 0:

This concludes the proof of the Lemma. �

In order to re�ne the equilibrium, we invoke Banks and Sobel�s Universal Divinity notion. Equi-

librium beliefs satisfy criterion D1 if, whenever the set of consumer�s best-response that makes a

type y willing to deviate to q is strictly smaller than the set of responses that makes a type y0

willing to deviate to q; then Pr(yjq) = o(Pr(y0jq)): A PBE satis�es Universal Divinity whenever its
supporting beliefs satisfy D1.

Lemma A.2 The unique PBE satisfying Universal Divinity is the one in Lemma A.1.

Proof. Consider any fully-separating equilibrium q0 6= q: Since q satis�es the incentive compati-
bility constraints in Condition (8) without slack, for q0 to be a separating equilibrium, it must be

the case that there exists a type y such that uy(q0y) > uy(q
0
y+1): Suppose that the supporting beliefs

are such that: Pr[yjq] = 1 i¤ q 2 (q0y+1; q0y]; where q0m+1 = 0; and Pr[mj0] = 1:5

5 In order to show that the Intuitive Criterion does not fully re�ne the PBE of this game, consider any quantity

q 2 (q0y+1; zy+1q0y): Condition (8) assures that the equilibrium payo¤ of type y is higher than the payo¤ obtained when
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Consider now the quantities q 2 (q0y+1; zy+1q0y); the set of prices that make type y willing to
deviate from q0y is [(�+ y)

q0y(k�1)+q
(�+�+m)qk ; 1]; whereas the set of prices that make type y + 1 willing

to deviate from q0y+1 is [(�+ y + 1)
q0y+1(k�1)+q
(�+�+m)qk ; 1]: So we need to check when the latter set is

larger. Let D = (�+ y + 1)
q0y+1(k�1)+q
(�+�+m)qk � (�+ y)

q0y(k�1)+q
(�+�+m)qk : Since q

0
y+1 < zy+1q

0
y; it is the case

that @D=@q > zy+1q
0
y: So we need to have q smaller than the threshold q

00 solving D = 0: Since

q0y+1 < zy+1q
0
y; it is the case that q

00 > zy+1q
0
y: Thus, for any q 2 (q0y+1; zy+1q0y); the only beliefs

satisfying D1 must be such that Pr(yjq) = o(Pr(y + 1jq)): But when that is the case, type y + 1
may deviate from q0y+1 to zy+1q

0
y � "; so the equilibrium q0 fails Universal Divinity.

We now consider the separating equilibrium q such that, for any y 2 f0; 1; :::;m�1g; it is the case
that qy+1 =

(�+y)(k�1)
(�+y)(k�1)+kqy; and Pr[yjq] = 1 i¤ q 2 (qy+1; qy]; where qm+1 = 0; Pr[mj0] = 1: Given

any q; the set of prices that make monopolist y willing to deviate to q is [(�+ y) qy(k�1)+q
(�+�+m)qk ; 1]: For

any type y; and any h 2 f�y;�y+1; :::;�2;�1; 1; 2; :::;m�yg; we introduce the following function
of q

Dyh(q) = (�+ y + h) (qy+h(k � 1) + q)� (�+ y) (qy(k � 1) + q):

Following the previous derivations, the equilibrium q satis�es Universal Divinity whenever for any

y; and any q 2 (qy+1; qy); Dyh(q) � 0 for any h 2 f�y;�y + 1; :::;�2;�1; 1; 2; :::;m� yg:
First note that for any y;

(�+ y + 1) qy+1(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) = �qy+1
(�+ y � 1) qy�1(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) = qy:

For any h > 0; and q 2 (qy+1; qy);

Dyh(q) = (�+ y + h) (qy+h(k � 1) + q)� (�+ y) (qy(k � 1) + q)

= (�+ y + h) qy+h(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) + hq

> (�+ y + h) qy+h(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) + hqy+1

=
hX
l=1

[(�+ y + l) qy+l(k � 1)� (�+ y + l � 1) qy+l�1(k � 1)] + hqy+1

= �
hX
l=1

qy+l + hqy+1 =
hX
l=1

[qy+1 � qy+l] � 0:

taking q if the buyers would believe that in that case the monopolist is of type y + 1: However, q is not necessarily

equilibrium dominated because Condition (8) does not imply that uy(q0y) is higher than the payo¤ obtained by the y

type when taking q if the buyers believe Pr(y + 2jq) = 1:Consider the following numerical example. Say that � = 1;
� = 1; k = 2; and m = 3: Thus u0(1) = 2=5; z1 = 1=3: Say that q01 = 1=5; simple calculations show that none of the

quantity q 2 (1=3; 1=5) is equilibrium dominated. Since the only possible equilibrium dominance re�nement of the

stipulated supporting beliefs concerns the quantities q 2 (q0y+1; zy+1q0y); it is concluded that the Intuitive Criterion
fails to re�ne the fully separating equilibrium q0:
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And similarly, for any h < 0; and q 2 (qy+1; qy);

Dyh(q) = (�+ y + h) qy+h(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) + hq

> (�+ y + h) qy+h(k � 1)� (�+ y) qy(k � 1) + hqy

=

�(h�1)X
l=0

[(�+ y � l � 1) qy�l�1(k � 1)� (�+ y � l) qy�l(k � 1)] + hqy

=

�(h�1)X
l=0

qy�l + hqy =

�(h�1)X
l=0

[qy�l � qy] � 0:

Let us now consider pooling and semi-pooling equilibrium. Take any equilibrium q0; where more

than one type plays the quantity q0 with positive probability. A necessary condition for q0 to be

an equilibrium is that y�; the smallest type playing q0; is unwilling to deviate. Since k > 1; that

requires at least that q0 �+E(yjq
0)

�+�+m k + (1 � q0) �+y�
�+�+m = �+y�

�+�+mk; thus q
0 � (k�1)(�+y�)

k(�+E(yjq0))�(�+y�) =: q̂;

and note that q̂ > 0:

In order to show that any pooling or semi-pooling equilibrium fails to satisfy Universal Divinity,

consider the set of types that play q0 with positive probability, and denote by y+ the largest of such

types. Note that for any small " > 0; the set of prices that make y+ willing to deviate to q0 � "
is strictly larger than the set of responses that makes any other type playing q0 deviate. In fact

the condition q0 �+E(yjq
0)

�+�+m k + (1 � q0) �+y
�+�+m = (q0 � ")pk + (1 � q0 + ") �+y

�+�+m yields the solution

p = q0k(�+E(yjq0))�"(�+y)
(�+�+m)(q0�")k which is decreasing in y:

But once the beliefs have been �xed to conform with criterion D1, it is the case that for any

" > 0; Pr(y+jq0�") is arbitrarily close to 1: By deviating to q0�"; thus, type y+ will achieve payo¤
of almost (q0 � ") �+y+

�+�+mk+ (1� (q
0 � ")) �+y+

�+�+m which dominates q0 �+E(yjq
0)

�+�+m k+ (1� q0) �+y+

�+�+m for

" small enough. �

Proof of Proposition 4. The welfare is the sum of the seller pro�t and of the buyers�utility,

with appropriate normalizations.

W (�; y; �) = (1� �)
" 
qyP0 + (1� qy)

1X
t=1

�tpt

!
+

 1X
t=1

t� �
1X
t=1

t(1� qy)pt � qyP0

!#

= (1� �)
"
(1� qy)

1X
t=1

�tpt +
1X
t=1

t(� � (1� qy)pt)
#

= (1� �)(1� qy)
1X
t=1

�tpt + 
1� �
1�  � � (1� �)(1� qy)

1X
t=1

tpt:
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For � ! 1; thus,

W (�; y; �)!W (�; y) = (1� qy)� +
1� �
1�  � �

1� �
1�  (1� qy)�

= (1� qy)� � k(1� qy)� + k�

= � [kqy + (1� qy)] :

With analogous derivations, the informational loss is approximately L(�; y) = �k(1� qy): �

Proof of Proposition 5. It has been previously shown that qy is decreasing in y; and since k > 1;

welfare W (�; y) is increasing in qy; and loss L(�; y) is decreasing in qy:

Since y is an extraction from a binomial distribution with parameters � and m; Pr(yj�;m) =�
m
y

�
�y(1� �)m�y: Thus, for a �xed �; the function

yX
s=0

Pr [sj�;m] =
yX
s=0

�
m

s

�
�s(1� �)m�s

is strictly decreasing inm: That is to say, ifm0 > m; then yj�;m0 �rst-order stochastically dominates

yj�;m: Since qy is a decreasing function of y; it follows that E [qyj�;m0] < E [qyj�;m] : Then, as

E [W (�; y)j�;m] = �[kE(qyj�;m) + 1� E(qyj�;m)];

and k > 1; it follows that E [W (�; y)j�;m0] < E [W (�; y)j�;m] : Therefore the interim expected

welfare E [W (�; y)j�] is strictly decreasing in m; and an analogous argument shows that the interim
expected loss E [L(�; y)j�] is strictly increasing in m:
The result extends to the ex-ante case in which � is a random extraction of a Beta distribution

parametrized by � and �: since E [W (�; y)j�; �] = E [E[W (�; y)j�;m]j�; �] ; an increase in m
reduces E [W (�; y)j�; �] ; and increases E [L(�; y)j�; �] : �
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